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Corpus Delicti Exam on Cat (Felis Catus) Victim of Firearms caused Wounds-Case Report
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Abstract

Maltreatment against animals is defined as a deliberated action that causes pain and suffering to those. At this range, Brazilian law of Environmental Crimes states that cruelty against animals is, by nature, a crime. In cases of suspected maltreatment and non-accidental injury, is of great importance the role of the veterinary doctor in recognizing and, therefore, taking the correct conduct during the attendance. For this, one must have the knowledge of the elements that sustain the chance of abuse, as the characteristics of the wounds and whether they consist with the record given by the owner, if the wounds repeat in this animal or in other animals of the household, the posture of the owner during the attendance, amongst others.
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Introduction

According to the Legislation laid down in Art. 32 of the Environmental Crimes, Law 9.605/98, to inflict act of abuse, hurt or mangle upon wild animals, domestic or domesticated is considered a crime implying in 3 months to 1 year of penalty and fine. The presence of bodily injury in animals can be framed as maltreatment and can shape as a crime. According to Lockwood & Arkow (2016), animal maltreatment is often related to a complex network of domestic violence, including personality disorders in children and teenagers. Statistics show that in Brazil, cats are the primary target for abuse, which could be related to its body shape and behavioral characteristics. With this, it is clear that the veterinary doctor has an important part in these situations, since discovering elements that can show signs of maltreatment to the case closure.

Research by Munro and Thrusfield (2012) shows that a combination of several factors helps to rise suspicion and determine a maltreatment case. The main factors quoted are: suspicion by the own caretaker regarding an aggressor; domestic violence records; records inconsistent with the injuries found; incomplete records; owner and animals' posture during the attendance; type of injury found; repeatability of the injuries in different periods of time; other animals from the same household who also showed body injury or died; and socioeconomic situation of the owner. Therefore, it is interesting that the Veterinary Doctor can use this knowledge to guide the owner and authorities leading to a correct treatment to the victimized animal, once the injury is characterized upon its nature and extension, it is fundamental for the correct management and treatment of those.

Wounds caused by projectile can be considered to be criminal, and, therefore, one must know the legal aspects that protect these cases, meeting in this range the importance of Forensics Veterinary Medicine. Notions as ballistics can have a great contribution to the attendance of firearms injured animals, once the projectile characteristics, the kinetics absorbed with the impact and the tissue hit can determine the severity of the wound. The projectile wounded animal attendance starts with a traumatized animal approach (stating its clinical state, medical priority and prognostics), followed by an approach directed to each organ and damaged tissue, after the patient's stabilization.

Case Report

Cat, three years, male, castrated, after being rescued by its owner from the streets, for it had escaped 2 days ago, was analyzed and verified the presence of incised-stab wounds on right thoracic member and claudication (Figure 1A). At the clinic exam, the animal showed normal parameters. During the orthopedic exam stated the presence of crackling, at the radiographic exam it was possible to check radiopaque substance, between the tissues and in the bones (radius and ulna) too (Figure 2). The surgical intervention was successful, where it was done and the animal post-op follow up for the next 10 days until discharged, who recovered successfully (Figure 1B).

Figure 1: Cat, right thoracic member A: Entrance hole, caused by firearm projectile; B: Lesion after successful surgery to remove projectiles.
Discussion

Cats are pets with peculiar habits and it is up to the owner the responsibility to keep and care for those, as the law refers (omission of care of animals), where shapes as a crime the inadequate possession of those.

The matter could even extent to responsible animal ownership. However the paper's goal is to alert to the importance of the recognizing of wounds and to relate them with Forensics Veterinary Medicine, since those must be evaluated to identify whether the case refers to a crime or just an accident.

Often it is usual that general population discuss about maltreatment, and other kinds of crimes against animals, overall the domestic cat are historically victims of this cruel situation.

The injuries found on the animal corroborate with the firearm’s projectile caused injury, and therefore the Brazilian legislation, Law 9.605, Art. 32, inflicting act of abuse, maltreatment, hurting and mangle animals is crime, where in this case should be charged to a police authority so it can be filed an accident report and afterwards establishment of a police inquiry, searching to find the responsible for the act.

The Veterinary Doctor's role in those cases is to guide the animal’s caretaker, so they can take this kind of conduct and supply document with information that could help with the judicial process, in other words, a report through examination of the corpus delicti that will qualify according to forensic traumatology the kind of injury found.

Many of these knowledges are expanding and few are advertised by veterinary doctors, many of these information are extrapolated within human forensics medicine, which is a science consolidated many years ago and searches for an intersection between right and justice.

Conclusion

Animal abuse is considered crime laid down by the law 9.605/98, which amongst domestic animals cats are the most stricken. It is essential the veterinary doctor's right judgements, upon the factors that corroborate to the suspicion of the crime, as well as legal aspects that the situation implies, adopting the correct conduct. Diverse may be the nature of non-accidental injury, being provoked by projectiles constituted by similar characteristics. The animal, in this case, can be fatally harmed, which also highlights the importance of professional’s technical knowledge to the right attendance for the patient. Having this framed, it is reasonable to assert that the knowledge surrounding maltreatment and its legislation and wounds by projectile (as well as subjects that imply this kind of trauma) must be spread among the veterinary doctors and used within the Human Medicine.
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